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OPTIONS:

01. Electricity (ELCI

O2'. Crraphic Arts (ARTI

03. Sculpture Ceramics (SCEI

o,4. Carpentry (CAPI

()5. Tailoring (TALI

06. Construction (CSTI

07. Computer Electronics

08. Electronics and

Telecommunicatior,

{cEL}

(ErLl

09. General Mechaaics (GMEI

10. Motor Vehicle Mechanics (MVM)

11. Public Works (PWOI

SSmarks

4Smarks

DURATION: Shours

INSTRUCTIONS:

The paper contains two (2| Sections:

Section I: Fifteen (15f Compulsory Questions

Section II: Five (51 questions, choose three (3f
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Section I: Attempt all 15 questions. S5marks

01. Find the values of x which satisfy the equation 2x2 - 3r - 0.

02. Solve in IR the equation ,IVTZ * x - 14.

03. Given that f(x) - 3- 7x*5x2 -x3, show that 3 -r is afactor of

f (x). Factorize f(r) completely and hence state the set of values for which

f (x) < O. 4marks

o,4. Solve, using substitution, the following simultaneous equations. Smarks

{y+7 -L2x-3x2I rs -9x-y
05. For what value of d does p(x) - x2 + dx + 4 yield the same remainder when

dividedbyeitherx-Lor x-3? Smarks
()6. Find centre and radius of the circle represented by the following equation :

x2 +y2 -4x*2y -tL -a. 3marks

07. Find the coordinates of the points where the curve

!=x3*6x2*ttx*6cuts:
(a) They-axis.
(b) The x-axis.

08. Evaluate: limx-r 
-*;:r*09. Find all the angles between 0 and 2n which satisfy the equation

(L+Zsinx)cosZx=0.

10. Find the point where the line joining (3,2,L) and (5,4,2) cuts the plan

2marks

Smarks

4narks

Smarks

4marks

4marks

sequence is 2, and the

2.Smarks

2.Smarks

3marks

4marks

x+y*22=19.
11. The sum of thb first and fourth terms of an arithmetic

sum of their squa-res is 20.

i i. Find the common difference

of t for which it occurs.

13. Find the equations of asymptotes of the following function:
x2+5x+4y=

ii. Find the sum of the first eight terms of the sequence.

12. If V = 30t * 6t2, find, ff and hence find the maximum value of V and the value
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14.

15.

Given t}rat zr- 3 * 2i and zz = 4 - 3i,

i. Find zrz2 a1td, a , each in the form a * bi.

ii. Verify that lztzrl - lzlllzzl.

Eva-luate I: Adx, cor-rect to 3 significant figures.

Section II: Attempt any three (3) questions 45marks

16. Given the functionf(x) -1+2.
a) Find the domain of definition.

b) Find asymptotes to the curve.

c) Compute the first derivative and study its sign.

d) Compute the second derivative and study its sign.

e) Find the variation table.

f) Find intercept point with axes.

g) Sketch the graph of function f (x).

17.The table below shows marks scored by 10 students in physics and mathematics

sts. I {-} t ^"+ * A4

Physics (x;) I 7 6 9 8,' 9 7 8 5 6

Math (yi) 7 8 7 9 8 8 7 9 7' 5

rr $. - t,L t-

t the data abovbun6-scatter dl

t
iagram.

clnlJi
3H
9o,
Lb

tr
--"f7J

predict his score in mathematics.
a) (.
?t
ix4
71

(a) Represen

Smarks

Smarks

lmarH
Smarks

Smarks

2marks

2marks

2marks

2marks

2marks

6marks.

3rnarks

2marks

2marks

(b) Find means, variances, covariance and standard deviations.

(c) Find an equation of line of best fit (regression line) in the form:

!=a*bx.
(d) If a student scored 7.5 in physics,

(e) Find coefficient of correlation.
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18. a) Given a complex number z =(*. rf)
i. Fut z in polar form (trigonometric form) 3marks

ii. Calculate z2ot4 ' leave your answer in algebraic form (a + bi). Smarks

iii. Find the fourth roots of z . Leave your answer in algebraic form (a + bi).

5marks

b) In argand diagram, the point P represents the complex number.

Given ttrat lz - 1. - il = fr,Sketch the locus of P.

19. a) The curves y - 2x2 - 3r and ! = x2 intersect at two points.

i. Find these points of intersection.

ii. Find the equation of the straight line joining these points.

b) Given a triangle with vertices,4(1, -2,3) ;B(Z-q,-1) and C(1,3,2).

i. Find equations of sides.

ii. Find equation of the plane ABC.

iii. Find a.rea of the triangle ABC.

2o.. al Solve the following equations :

i. 63x+1 = JZ-x.

.. ( 5x*4y-12
"'lm@-1)+uy-ln3-lnS
iii. e2* +?e' - 4:0

b) Evaluate the following integrals

i. I{/'tsttnlx * Zcosx)dx

ii. [1 (*)0.

4marks

Smarks

3marks

Smarks

Smarks

3marks

SmarLs

3marks

Smarks

Saarks

SmarIs

\*
a.9
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